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Lianghao Tang1, Hengda Huang3 and Yucheng Jiang4

1National Engineering Research Center for Marine Aquaculture, Zhejiang Ocean University,
Zhoushan, China, 2Ocean College, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China, 3Marine Science and
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Engineering, Zhejiang Wanli University, Ningbo, China
In the process of ascending and descending in deep-sea submerging and lifting

cage nets, accompanied by changes in water pressure, pressure is one of the

crucial environmental factors affecting the physiology and growth of fish. It

directly relates to the comfort of farmed fish in the cage, thereby influencing the

quality of aquaculture, especially for high-demanding species on the culture

environment like the Larimichthys crocea. Investigating the stress level changes

exhibited by L.crocea under environmental pressure variations, understanding

the limit tolerance pressure, and its changes, can provide a theoretical basis for

the design, application, and increased production of deep-sea submersible cage

nets and L.crocea aquaculture. This study explores the effects of varying

submersion depths (0–20 m) and speeds (0.6, 1, 1.3, 2, 4 m/min) on the

behavioral responses of L.crocea in deep-sea cage environments. Key findings

demonstrate that increased submersion depths and speeds significantly

influence the physical behaviors and stress responses of the species. At

submersion depths of 15 meters and 20 meters, the average swimming speed

of the L.crocea exceeds 0.05 meters per second, the tail movement frequency is

1.42 times that of normal pressure, and the gasping frequency exceeds 20%., and

at the highest speed of 4 m/min, the swimming speed reaches 0.0902 m/s—3.76

times greater than under normal pressure. The study determines that a

submersion depth of 10 meters and a submersion speed of 0.6 meters per

minute can minimize stress responses, providing critical insights for optimizing

deep-sea aquaculture operations of L.crocea. These results offer valuable

guidelines for the design and management of submersible cage systems.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

The global demand for aquaculture is continuously increasing,

yet traditional nearshore aquaculture practices are no longer

sufficient to meet this growing need (Bostock et al., 2010). Deep-

sea aquaculture, as an emerging mode of aquaculture, has attracted

widespread attention. Particularly, submersible cage technology,

which can adapt to extreme deep-sea conditions and ensure the

safety of aquaculture equipment and species, is seen as an effective

mode to expand aquaculture space and reduce ecological pressure

on coastal areas (Zhang, 2023). However, current research primarily

focuses on the physical design and structural optimization of

submersible cages, there is a lack of research on the influence of

the depth and speed of cage diving on the behavior of L.crocea.This

gap in research underscores the need for further investigation into

these parameters to optimize deep-sea farming practices.

The L.crocea, a significant economic marine fish, is renowned

for its tender and tasty meat, rich nutrition, and high economic

value. It has long been favored by people along the southeastern

coast of China (Liu et al., 2021). However, the current culture of

L.crocea is still mainly dependent on the traditional open surface

cage culture mode and purse Seine culture mode, and the quality

and survival rate of L.crocea are difficult to guarantee. By adjusting

the depth, the submersible cage culture mode can effectively reduce

the burden of parasites such as sea lice, improve the survival rate

and meat quality of L.crocea, and provide a more stable and

controlled breeding environment. Especially in the face of

extreme weather such as typhoon, the risk of fish escape can be

significantly reduced. Currently, the feasibility of underwater or

semi-submersible cage aquaculture has been successfully

demonstrated for several fish species, including Pacific bluefin

tuna (Engelhaupt, 2007), greater amberjack (Benetti et al., 2008),

European sea bass, black cod (Chambers and Howell, 2006), and

Atlantic salmon (Dempster et al., 2009). Due to overfishing and

scarcity of L.crocea, most research on this species has simply

focused on breeding and seedling cultivation (Fernandez-Jover

et al., 2008). However, the characteristics of L.crocea cultivation,

quality requirements, and limitations of traditional farming

methods determine that the adoption of deep-sea submersible

cage aquaculture is imperative. Therefore, this study investigates

the behaviors of L.crocea in the submersible cage aquaculture

model, filling the gap on behavioral safety and health quality

during the L.crocea cultivation process in submersible cages.

The submersion process in submersible cages significantly

influences the aquaculture environment by altering water

pressure, which affects fish behavior and physiology. Notably,

research has shown that increasing depth impacts species

differently based on their tolerance to static water pressure

(Carney, 2005; Lemaire et al., 2016). Furthermore, adjustments in

cage height can regulate behavioral responses such as buoyancy in

cod, linked to changes in water pressure (Korsoen et al., 2010).

These adjustments are critical as they can lead to severe behavioral

stress, potentially resulting in injury or death, particularly in species

with slow rates of swim bladder adaptation (Fänge, 1966). This

study aims to systematically explore how controlled variations in

submersion depth and speed impact these responses, emphasizing
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the optimization of aquaculture practices to enhance fish welfare

and productivity. And the Revealer Motion Analysis software,

applied in engineering survey, is applied for object tracking,

thereby enhancing result accuracy and feasibility. Additionally,

computer vision technology provides an automated, non-invasive,

and cost-effective method for recording behavioral parameters

quantified and analyzed changes in fish behavior by monitoring

fish behavior recorded and quantified behavioral parameters of one

or two fish in a container, such as position coordinates, speed,

swimming distance, trajectory, and turning direction, using

computer vision technology to study various fish behaviors

(Nogita et al., 1988; Chuang et al., 2016; Petrellis, 2021).

Based on the considerations above, this study aims to

investigate the impact of pressure changes during the submersion

process of the submersible cage on fish behavior. It explores the

optimal submersion speed of the cage and the tolerance limit of

L.crocea to sudden pressure changes. The goal is to ensure that the

submersion depth and speed of the cage do not induce strong stress

responses in L.crocea. The research focuses on the behaviors of

L.crocea under different submersion depths (0–20 m) and various

submersion speeds (0.6, 1, 1.3, 2, 4 m/min). In this experimental

process, we conducted pressurized simulation tests under two

conditions: different depths at the same speed and different

speeds at the same depth. These tests simulated the variations in

submersion pressure under realistic sea conditions and observed the

behavioral indicators of fish during the experiment. The aim is to

minimize stress responses in L.crocea during the submersion

process, ultimately enhancing the survival rate of deep-sea

aquaculture for L.crocea. This research will bring about significant

theoretical and engineering value for enhancing the quality of

L.crocea aquaculture.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup for simulating pressure changes is

illustrated in Figure 1, primarily consisting of four components:

an acrylic pressure-resistant chamber, a gas pathway, a control

system, and a recording system. The acrylic pressure-resistant

chamber is designed to simulate the pressure changes experienced

by the L.crocea in the submersible cage and possesses sufficient

pressure-bearing capacity. The gas passage connects the

pressurization equipment to ensure stable and unobstructed

pressurization. The control system is responsible for adjusting the

pressurization speed to meet the requirements of the experiment.

The recording system is employed for observing and documenting

the activities of the experimental fish within the acrylic pressure-

resistant chamber.

2.1.1 Acrylic pressure-resistant chamber
The acrylic pressure-resistant chamber is divided into two parts:

the inner cylinder and the outer one. The inner cylinder is a

cylindrical structure with an internal height of 80 cm and an

internal diameter of 30 cm. It is equipped with an inlet valve, an
frontiersin.org
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outlet valve, and a pressure sensor at the top. The outer one is a

rectangular structure with an internal height of 50 cm and internal

dimensions of 35 cm by 35 cm, the experimental space can ensure

the normal activities of experimental fish. The chamber is

constructed from transparent acrylic sheets, providing excellent

pressure resistance and visibility. To avoid refraction of the water

surface during observation, an equal height of seawater is added to

both the outer and inner cylinders, allowing for clear and detailed

observation of the behavioral indicators of the experimental fish to

pressure changes within the chamber.

2.1.2 The gas passage
The gas passage is composed of an air compressor, air hose, air

filter pressure regulator valve, and proportional valve. The air

compressor (Dongcheng DQE800–24 L) can reach a maximum

pressure of 7 bar and has a gas capacity of 24 L, ensuring the

stability of pressurization during the experiment. The air hose

(Dongcheng EVA5*8) connects the experimental equipment in

the gas passage. The air filter pressure regulator valve (AW20–

02BCG) maintains the pressure in the gas pipeline within a safe and

stable range through pressure settings, achieving the regulation of

gas settings, ensuring stable pressure, and providing a safe

pressurization environment during the experiment. The

proportional valve (SMC voltage type ITV1030–312CL)

continuously and proportionally controls the airflow, pressure,

and direction of the air based on the input analog signal. By

opening the air compressor for pressurization, the air flows

through the air hose, undergoes filtration and stabilization

through the air filter pressure regulator valve, and then enters the

acrylic pressure-resistant chamber by controlling the pressurization

through the proportional valve based on changes in the

valve opening.

2.1.3 The control system
The control system consists of a DC power supply, pressure

transmitter, PLC controller, and control panel. The DC power
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
supply (Delta CKDU-S150 W/24 V/6.5 A) provides stable

regulated DC output for the entire system. The pressure

transmitter (CYYZ11A) monitors real-time changes in pressure

inside the acrylic pressure-resistant chamber. The differential

voltage signal generated by the pressure resistance reaction is

amplified through a dedicated amplifier, converting the signal

corresponding to the full scale into a standard analog signal,

which is then sent back to the PLC controller. The PLC controller

(SK2N PLC), based on the input signals and the program written in

Gx Works 2 software, executes instructions and outputs controls.

The control panel (FLEXEM control panel), programmed with

FStudio 2 software on the host computer, allows the setting of

pressure and speed for pressurization and depressurization. It

accurately displays the internal pressure of the acrylic pressure-

resistant chamber and provides manual or automatic control of the

proportional valve’s opening. The control panel visually presents all

the equipment of the control system in both modes.
2.1.4 The recording system
The recording system consists of two cameras and a computer,

providing real-time monitoring of the activity of experimental fish

inside the acrylic pressure-resistant chamber. Cameras are installed

on the front and side of the water tank, connected to the computer

via a switch. By adjusting the eight vertices of the water tank to the

internal video image, the selected camera (Hanbang High-tech

HB772S) with a resolution of 1960×1280 pixels and a frame rate

of 25 frames/s captures the activity of the fish.

Before the experiment, set the pressurization pressure and

pressurization speed through the control panel, then open the

intake valve and the air compressor to start pressurization.

During the experiment, monitor the real-time pressure on the

pressure transmitter and control panel. Once the internal pressure

reaches the preset value, close the intake valve to stabilize the

pressure inside the chamber. A high-definition camera

synchronously records the entire experimental process, capturing

the behavioral states of the experimental fish in the chamber. The
FIGURE 1

Diagram of simulation test device for diving pressure.
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recorded videos are then imported for image processing

and analysis.
2.2 Experimental design

2.2.1 Experimental fish
The L.crocea used in this experiment were selected from the

East China Sea area of Zhejiang Province, China, with a length of

90–110 mm and width of 4–8 mm. The fish were in good health

with intact scales. Based on the actual effective avoidance depth of

typhoon submersion in the submerged cage, the pressure range of

the experiment was set at 0–200 kPa, corresponding to the

submerged depth of the cage from 0 m (standard atmospheric

pressure) to -20 m water depth pressure. Half of the acrylic

pressure-resistant chamber’s inner cylinder was filled with

seawater (depth of 40 cm), and the upper half was filled with air.

The pressure inside the chamber was adjusted by the control system

to simulate various pressure changes during the descent process of

fish in a real submerged cage under sea conditions.

2.2.2 Working condition settings
This experiment investigated the behaviors of L.crocea under

different pressurization speeds (corresponding to the respective test

for the descent speed of the cage) and different pressure peaks

(corresponding to the respective test for the descent depth of the

cage). The experimental conditions are shown in Table 1. The

control group represents L.crocea under normal atmospheric

pressure. In the experiment, DP refers to the actual value of the

pressure in the box minus one atmosphere. H-number represents

different pressure peaks, where H1, H2, H3, and H4 correspond to

pressures of 50, 100, 150, and 200 kPa, respectively, corresponding

to descent depths of 5, 10, 15, and 20 m in the cage, the descent

speeds adopted was uniform at 1 m/min. K-number represents

different pressurization speeds, where K1, K2, K3, K4, and K5

represent pressurization speeds and cage descent speeds of 0.6,1.0,

1.3,2.0 and 4.0, m/min, respectively. Thirty L.crocea were used in

this experiment, and Each set of conditions was repeated with

three L.crocea.
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2.3 Behavioral indices and image-
processing methods

This study investigated the impact of pressure changes during the

descent of the cage on the cultured L.crocea. The stress responses in fish

refer to the behavior where fish bodies suddenly experience intense

harmful stimuli, leading to slower growth and development, reduced

reproductive capacity, and even death. A systematic examination was

conducted on stress responses, including changes in behaviors of the

L.crocea before and after the experiment. Physical behavior analysis

included a quantitative assessment of tailbeat frequency, swimming tilt

angle, swimming speed, and gasping frequency in L.crocea. The entire

pressurization experiment process was recorded by a video system.

After completion of observation and recording, the video data were

imported into a computer for further video analysis.

Swimming speed (m/s) was calculated based on the

displacement of the L.crocea per second. The experimental videos

captured by the video system were imported into the Revealer

Motion Analysis software and converted into image data processing

procedure is depicted in Figure 2.
TABLE 1 Setting of test conditions for different pressurization speeds
and different pressure peaks.

Working condi-
tion settings

Pressure
increase rate

Test
pressure

Control / /

H1 D=0-50 kPa

H2 1 m/min D=0-100 kPa

H3 D=0-150 kPa

H4 D=0-200 kPa

K1 0.6 m/min

K2 1.0 m/min

K3 1.3 m/min D=0-200 kPa

K4 2.0 m/min

K5 4.0 m/min
B C DA

FIGURE 2

Process of determining swimming speed: (A) Original image; (B) Establish targets; gamma correction, establishing four targets in the image, and
setting corresponding coordinates. (C) Target tracking; defines the L.crocea in the image for automatic tracking of the target. (D) Output behavior
parameters. tracks the target in image, combined with motion trajectory parameters, to output the swimming speed of the fish.
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Tilt angle (°) was defined as the angle between the L.crocea’s

swimming position and the horizontal plane. MATLAB was used

for image processing, and the specific data processing procedure is

depicted in Figure 3.

Gasping frequency (Hz): The gasping frequency is the number

of times a L.crocea emerges from the water per minute (gasping

refers to a stress behavior where the fish jumps out of the water due

to insufficient oxygen). It is obtained by recording the experimental

video through the video system and manually counting the

gasping frequency.

Tailbeat frequency (Hz): The tailbeat frequency is the number

of tailbeats per second of the L.crocea (each tail beat is the process of

the fish going from relaxed to bent state and then back to relaxed

situation). It is obtained by recording the experimental video

through the video system and manually counting the tail beat

frequency. The final results for each experiment are the average

of three sets of repeated experiments.
2.4 Animal ethics statement

Institutional Review Board Statement: All experimental and

sampling procedures were conducted according to the Guidelines of

the Animal Care of the Zhejiang Ocean University and were

approved by the Ethics Committee of the university (Approval

code: 2023088).
3 Results

3.1 The impact of submergence depth on
the behavior of L.crocea in
submergible cages

3.1.1 Swimming speed
Figure 4 illustrates the impact of different pressure values resulting

from the submersion depth on the swimming speed of L.crocea. As

shown in Figure 4, at a submersion depth of 0 m (Control group H0—

no pressure applied), the average swimming speed of L.crocea is

approximately 0.024 ± 0.003 m/s. At submersion depths of 5 m (H1
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
—50 kPa), 10m (H2—100 kPa), 15m (H3—150 kPa), and 20m (H4—

200 kPa), the average swimming speeds of L.crocea are 0.029 ± 0.006,

0.039 ± 0.009, 0.055 ± 0.015, and 0.058 ± 0.016m/s, respectively,

coefficient of variation <0.3. With increasing pressure, the swimming

speed of L.crocea significantly increases. Clearly, the variation in

submersion depth of the net cage, causing changes in environmental

pressure, holds a certain impact on the physical behavior of L.crocea—

swimming speed. Particularly, at submersion depths of 15 m and 20 m,

corresponding to environmental pressures of 150 kPa and 200 kPa, the

average swimming speed of L.crocea increases significantly, exceeding

0.05 m/s. This represents an increase of over 50% in comparison to

L.crocea freely swimming in a comfortable environment (Control

group H0—no pressure applied).

3.1.2 Tilt angle
Figure 5 presents the impact of different pressure values

resulting from the submersion depth on the tilt angle of L.crocea.

A tilt angle of 0° indicates that L.crocea inside the net cage

maintains a horizontal swimming state. Tilt angles of ±90°

indicate that L.crocea inside the net cage is in a state of vertical

ascent or descent. As shown in Figure 5, in the control group H1,

where the net cage has no submersion, and thus, L.crocea

experiences no additional external pressure, L.crocea is

predominantly distributed in a ‘clustered’ pattern, with tilt angles

mostly falling within the range of 0°- ± 15°. As the submersion

pressure increases, the tilt angles of L.crocea show a ‘forked’ pattern,

and with increasing pressure, the range of forked distribution

gradually widens, and tilt angles increase with pressure. When the

pressure transitions from 100 kPa to approximately the midpoint

value of 125 kPa, L.crocea in a horizontal steady state, i.e., 0° tilt

angle, is almost non-existent. When the submersion depth reaches

20 m, corresponding to a pressure of 200 kPa, it is evident that the

tilt angles of L.crocea approach 90° (vertical state). This indicates

that if the pressure is above 125 kPa, L.crocea exhibits an unstable

state of either floating or sinking, and at 200 kPa, the discomfort in

L.crocea, as reflected by the tilt angle indicator, is most pronounced.

3.1.3 Gasping frequency
Figure 6 depicts the impact of different net cage submersion

depths on the gasping frequency of L.crocea under corresponding
B C D E FA

FIGURE 3

Process of determining tilt angle. (A) Original image; (B) Grayscale; Grayscale processing to generate image. (C) Binarization; the conversion of the
image to black and white by a single threshold method. (D) Connectivity domain analysis; (E) Identify the particles; obtain the average coordinates of
each vertex as the centroid of the final fish area (F) Establish coordinates. establishes the coordinates based on the obtained centroid, and the angle
with the horizontal is the tilt angle.
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pressure values. As shown in Figure 6, at submersion depths of 0 m

(free state), 5 m (50 kPa), and 10 m (100 kPa), the gasping

frequency is 0, indicating no occurrence of gasping behavior in

L.crocea. However, as the pressure increases to 150 kPa at a depth of

15 m and 200 kPa at 20 m, frequent gasping occurrences are
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
observed, with frequencies of 11 ± 3.21 times/min and 21 ± 6.57

times/min, respectively. The gasping frequency is positively

correlated with submersion depth. The research results suggest

that L.crocea can adapt to the pressure inside the net cage

without the need for gasping behavior to replenish oxygen at
FIGURE 5

The tilt angle and distribution of L.crocea under different pressures corresponding to different diving depths of the net cage.
FIGURE 4

The swimming speed of L.crocea under different pressures corresponding to different diving depths of the net cage.
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submersion depths of 0–10 m. As the submersion depth continues

to increase, excessive environmental pressure prevents the exchange

of gases within the bodies of fish, necessitating gasping behavior to

maintain pressure. Additionally, there is a close correlation between

the gasping and tilt angle, especially when a 90° tilt angle is often

accompanied by gasping behavior. The trends in tilt angle from

Section 3.1.2 and gasping from Section 3.1.3 are consistent.
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
3.1.4 Tailbeat frequency
Figure 7 illustrates the impact of different net cage submersion

depths on the tail-beat frequency of L.crocea under corresponding

pressure values. Tailbeat frequency is closely related to the

behavioral stress response of L.crocea. As shown in Figure 7, the

pressure generated by the submersion depth of the net cage

significantly influences the tail-beat frequency of L.crocea. In the

control group, where the aquaculture net cage is not equipped with

lifting and submersion (resulting in no additional environmental

pressure), the tail-beat frequency of L.crocea remains approximately

1 time/s. With increasing pressure, corresponding to the

submersion of the net cage, the tailbeat frequency of L.crocea

increases. The trend in tailbeat frequency aligns with the results

of swimming speed, tilt angle, and gasping frequency with pressure,

demonstrating consistent outcomes across the experimental results.
3.2 The effect of net cage descent speed
on the behavior of L.crocea

3.2.1 Swimming speed
Figure 8 depicts the impact of different net cage submersion speeds

on the instantaneous swimming speed of L.crocea under varying

pressure change speeds. In Figure 8, the solid line represents the

instantaneous swimming speed of L.crocea, while the dashed lines

represent the average swimming speed of L.crocea under different

pressure change speeds corresponding to different net cage

submersion speeds. In the control group, the instantaneous
FIGURE 7

The tailbeat frequency of L.crocea under different pressures corresponding to different diving depths of the net cage.
FIGURE 6

The gasping frequency of L.crocea under different pressures
corresponding to different diving depths of the net cage.
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swimming speed of L.crocea fluctuates relatively smoothly within the

range of 0.05 m/s, and the average swimming speed is maintained at

0.0239 m/s. When the submersion speeds, corresponding to pressure

change speeds, are set to 0.6, 1.0, 1.3, 2.0, and 4.0 m/min, the

instantaneous swimming speed exhibits significant fluctuations.

Specifically, at pressure change speeds of 0.6 and 1.0 m/min, the

average swimming speed increases to 0.0570 and 0.0590 m/s,

respectively. When the pressure change speeds are 1.3, 2.0, and 4.0
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
m/min, the average swimming speed of L.crocea increases from that of

the control group 0.0239 m/s to 0.0742, 0.0801, and 0.0902 m/s,

representing a respective increase of 210.5%, 235.1%, and 277.4%.

The instantaneous swimming speed of L.crocea is significantly

influenced by the net cage submersion speed. As the submersion

speed increases (corresponding to an increase in pressure change

speed), the swimming speed of L.crocea increases accordingly,

especially when the submersion speed reaches 1.3 m/min and beyond.
FIGURE 8

The swimming speed of L.crocea under different pressure change rates corresponding to different diving speeds of net cages.
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3.2.2 Tilt angle
The excessive submersion speed prevents aquaculture fish from

rapidly adjusting their buoyancy by introducing air into their swim

bladders. This results in negative buoyancy, and fish often

compensate for or adjust this negative buoyancy by continuously

changing their swimming direction and angle. Figure 9 presents the

distribution of the tilt angles of L.crocea under different pressure

change speeds at various net cage submersion speeds. As shown in

Figure 9, firstly, with an increase in pressure change speed, the

distribution of tilt angles of L.crocea becomes more scattered. The

tilt angles of normal swimming L.crocea are relatively concentrated,

showing stable and slight variations within the range of 0 ± 10° (as

seen in Figure 5). As the pressure change speed increases, the tilt

angles of L.crocea vary within the range of 90°, and with a further

increase in pressure change speed, the tilt angles of L.crocea

significantly increase. Secondly, as the pressure change speed

increases, the distribution of tilt angles of L.crocea begins to

disperse at smaller pressure values. This indicates that as the

pressure change speed increases, the tilt angles of L.crocea

become larger at the same pressure, showing that at faster net

cage submersion speeds, L.crocea feel more discomfort at the same

net cage depth, adjusting their bodies to cope with the rapid changes

in pressure.

Precise quantitative analysis of the distribution of tilt angles

under different net cage submersion speeds can provide accurate

insights into the impact of pressure changes on fish behavior during

the submersion process. Figure 10 illustrates the probability

distribution of tilt angles for L.crocea under different net cage

submersion speeds. Observations from Figure 10 include: (1)

With decreasing submersion speed, the frequency of tilt angles

within range of 0°- ± 15° gradually increases. (2) At the maximum

submersion speed of 4.0 m/min, tilt angles are primarily distributed

within the range of ±30°- ± 45°, with less frequent occurrences in

the range of 0°- ± 15°.

3.2.3 Gasping frequency
Due to the varying rates of pressure changes caused by different

submersion speeds, the rapid decline in dissolved oxygen content in

the net cage due to environmental pressure and pressure changes

leads L.crocea to float at the water surface to gulp air due to oxygen

deficiency. Mild floating may impact the growth rate of farmed fish,

while severe floating can result in mass fish mortality. Figure 11

illustrates the frequency of air gulping by L.crocea under different

net cage submersion speeds corresponding to various pressure

change rates. As shown in Figure 11: First, the frequency of air

gulping generally increases with the rise in submersion speed.

Second, at submersion speeds of 0.6, 1.0, and 1.3 m/min, the air

gulping frequency changes are not significant, fluctuating around 8

times/min. When the submersion speed increases to 2.0 m/min, the

air gulping frequency significantly increases by a magnitude. At the

maximum submersion speed of 4.0 m/min, the air gulping

frequency of L.crocea approaches 30 times/min, due to the rapid

increase in pressure inside the net cage leading to a sharp decrease

in oxygen levels, prompting L.crocea to gulp air frequently to

maintain possibly oxygen supply.
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3.2.4 Tailbeat frequency
Based on the experiment videos recorded by the video system

and manually counted, the tail-beating frequency of L.crocea under

different pressure change rates is shown in Figure 12. As depicted in

the figure, the tail-beating frequency generally increases with the

rise in the speed of environmental pressure. The trend of tail-

beating frequency under different net cage submersion speeds

corresponding to various pressure change rates maintains a good

correlation with the trend of swimming speed changes.
4 Discussion

4.1 Impact of different descent depths on
pressure changes

This study delves into the effects of submersion depth on the

swimming speed and gasping frequency of L.crocea, revealing

significant increases in these parameters as water pressure rises

from 10m to 15m: swimming speed increased from 0.039m/s to

0.055m/s and gasping frequency increased from 0 times to 11 times.

This indicates that further increases in descent depth markedly

affect the behavior of L.crocea, with the notable increases in

swimming speed and gasping frequency suggesting discomfort,

typically considered a stress response. These changes clearly

demonstrate the direct impact of environmental pressure on the

behavior of L.crocea, aligning with findings by Barton (2002), who

reported that stress behaviors have long-term impacts on

aquaculture quality. If the stress from pressure is too severe or

prolonged, preventing fish from restoring internal balance, the

response itself may become maladaptive and threaten the health

and welfare of the fish. The stress responses observed in fish, such as

increased swimming speeds and respiratory rates under adverse

environmental conditions, are evident when comparing different

pressures. For instance, the swimming speed of large yellow croaker

increases by 141.6% at a depth of 20 meters compared to surface

pressure, and its respiratory rate rises from 0 to 21 breaths per

minute, likely represent adjustment to adverse environmental

conditions (Korsoen et al., 2010). Moreover, Wendelaar Bonga

(1997) emphasized the importance of adapting to environmental

pressure, noting its critical role in physiological functions such as

growth and gonadal development. This is further supported by

Ginneken et al. (2010), who highlighted that maintaining necessary

energy distribution under pressure is vital for survival and

reproduction. Therefore, choosing an appropriate descent depth

to mitigate the adverse effects of environmental pressure is crucial

for maintaining high-quality aquaculture environments and

ensuring the welfare of L.crocea. Based on our findings, we

recommend setting the optimal cage descent depth at 10 meters

(100 kPa) as a balance point to ensure economic efficiency in

L.crocea aquaculture while minimizing behavioral issues due to

stress responses. Additionally, long-term stress responses may lead

to inhibited growth, decreased disease resistance, and reduced

reproductive success (Wedemeyer, 1981; Vaughan et al., 1984),

which are key factors for sustainable aquaculture development.
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The experimental results for various parameters, including

swimming speed, tilt angle, gasping frequency, and tail movement

frequency, under different descent depths in cage culture exhibit

consistent trends. Similar patterns were observed in the study

conducted by Korsoen et al. (2010), which investigated the ascent of

Atlantic cod in aquaculture cages (Naylor et al., 2000; Mangel et al.,

1999). It was found that as the cage height increased, both swimming

speed and tail movement frequency followed specific patterns of

variation (Syme and Shadwick, 2002; Hayden, 2009). The ascent and
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
descent processes of cages impose pressure on the farmed fish, leading

to behavioral responses when the expansion of the swimming bladder

exceeds the fish’s capacity to cope by absorbing gases. This study

proposes behavioral stress patterns in L.crocea associated with pressure

changes during cage descent, along with recommendations for the

optimal descent depth. These findings provide insights into the

behavioral response mechanisms of farmed fish, aid in the design of

aquaculture equipment, and contribute to enhancing the efficiency,

quantity, and product quality of aquaculture.
FIGURE 9

The tilt angle of L.crocea under different pressure change rates corresponding to different diving speeds of net cages.
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4.2 The impact of different submersion
speeds on pressure changes

Beyond considering the depth of submersion, setting the

appropriate speed of cage descent is critical for managing extreme

weather conditions such as typhoons. Rapidly lowering cages to

designated underwater areas is advantageous for avoiding typhoons;

however, too swift a descent can lead to rapid increases in

environmental pressure, compressing the air in the swim bladders

of L.crocea, potentially causing them to rupture. This can drastically

reduce buoyancy and even result in death. As reported by Liem
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
(1988), rapid changes in pressure can directly damage the swim

bladders of aquatic organisms.

Our study analyzes the impact of various descent speeds

(ranging from 0.6 to 4.0 m/min) under consistent pressure

conditions on the behavioral indicators of L.crocea. Observations

demonstrate that at the slowest descent speed of 0.6 m/min, the

swimming speed of L.crocea was 0.057 m/s, with a gasping

frequency of approximately eight times per minute. At a descent

speed of 2.0 m/min, there was a significant increase in swimming

speed, up by 40.4% compared to the 0.6 m/min speed, and the

gasping frequency significantly increased by 137%. When the
FIGURE 10

The tilt angle distribution of L.crocea under different pressure change rates corresponding to different diving speeds of net cages.
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FIGURE 11

The gasping frequency of L.crocea under different pressure change rates corresponding to different diving speeds of net cages.
FIGURE 12

The tailbeat frequency of L.crocea under different pressure change rates corresponding to different diving speeds of net cages.
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descent speed reached 4.0 m/min, the swimming speed of L.crocea

further escalated to 0.09 m/s, with the head floating frequency

approaching 30 times per minute. These findings indicate that

increased descent speeds provoke substantial changes in

respiratory and locomotor behaviors, signaling heightened stress

responses in L.crocea. Such stress states indicate that the fish’s

tolerance to environmental stimuli is nearing its physiological limit,

a condition also highlighted by Schreck and Tort (2016), who noted

that continuous environmental pressure can trigger significant

behavioral changes, thereby affecting health.

Moreover, this research also explores mechanisms other than

the direct impact of pressure changes from cage lifting and lowering

on the swim bladder’s pressure tolerance in L.crocea. Studies have

shown that rapid pressure increases can significantly enhance

dissolved oxygen levels in the water, accelerating the metabolism

of L.crocea, thereby leading to a rise in various physical behavioral

indicators (Petersen and Gamperl, 2010). Research by Videler and

Wardle (1991); Wannamaker and Rice (2000), has also

demonstrated that short-term changes in oxygen content can

slightly increase fish swimming activity, aligning with our

experimental outcomes.

Future studies will delve deeper into the long-term effects of

pressure on L.crocea. This is particularly pertinent to the ongoing

ascent and descent processes of cages under prolonged adverse

weather conditions and their impact on L.crocea aquaculture.

Additionally, research will be expanded to examine the impact of

pressure on different aquaculture species to elucidate how pressure

affects various fish populations, providing more concrete scientific

bases and management recommendations for the sustainable

development of the aquaculture industry.
5 Conclusion

This study assessed the impacts of different submersion depths

and speeds on the behavioral indicators of L.crocea. Results indicate

that under pressure ranges of 0–200 kPa and pressure speed changes

of 0–4.0 m/min, increases in swimming speed, tilt angle, gasping

frequency, and tail movement frequency are observed as both

pressure and the rate of pressure change increase. These effects are

especially pronounced when the pressure reaches 150 kPa or the

submersion speed hits 2.0 m/min, where stress responses are

significantly heightened. Therefore, to minimize stress and optimize

the aquaculture environment for L.crocea, a submersion depth of 10

meters and a speed of 1.0 m/min are recommended. These findings

provide a theoretical foundation for the design of deep-sea cage

systems and offer new insights into the production of L.crocea in

deep-sea conditions, enhancing our understanding of the impact of

pressure changes in submersion cage systems on aquaculture species.
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